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Chief publicly announced his intention in future of
requisitioning supplies required for the use of the
Expeditionary Force. Military authority in Cairo at
once interpreted broadly the terms of the notice. The
Inland Water Transport, for example, directed the
owners of all sailing craft on the Nile and the main
canals to hold their boats exclusively at the disposal
of this service. There was good reason to take the
step. In the interest of Egyptian agriculture it was
imperative to leave the railways free to carry cotton
and perishable crops intended for export from the
interior to Alexandria and Port Said, while the Army
transported their more bulky supplies by water. Un-
fortunately, the captains and crews of craft were
unwilling to work for the Army. It was not a question
of terms, for the rates were fair enough, but of con-
ditions imposed by the military. To insist, as the latter
did, that a voyage must be made within a fixed number
of days, and the boat turned round immediately its
cargo was discharged, was extraordinarily distasteful
to the Nile sailor, who is accustomed to sail and
moor his craft as fancy guides.
Military requisition of labour and of property is an
inevitable evil in occupied countries, and Egypt should
have accounted herself fortunate that she paid no
heavier forfeit for her security. But any hope that
public opinion presently would recognize that fact was
frustrated by injudicious appeals to the community to
contribute towards the funds of the British Red Cross.
The invitation would have been harmless had the
Egyptians been left free to give or withhold; but that
discretion virtually was denied them. Egyptians by
nature are not ungenerous: their hospitality, for
instance, is notorious. Humble fellahin, preparing
their modest meal, cheerfully offer the stranger a
share of it, and wealthy men habitually feed hosts of
beggars, who have no claim but indigence upon their

